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Abstract
We propose a data cleansing method that utilizes a neural analy-
sis and synthesis (NANSY++) framework to train an end-to-end
neural diarization model (EEND) for singer diarization. Our
proposed model converts song data with choral singing which is
commonly contained in popular music and unsuitable for gener-
ating a simulated dataset to the solo singing data. This cleansing
is based on NANSY++, which is a framework trained to recon-
struct an input non-overlapped audio signal. We exploit the pre-
trained NANSY++ to convert choral singing into clean, non-
overlapped audio. This cleansing process mitigates the misla-
beling of choral singing to solo singing and helps the effective
training of EEND models even when the majority of available
song data contains choral singing sections. We experimentally
evaluated the EEND model trained with a dataset using our pro-
posed method using annotated popular duet songs. As a result,
our proposed method improved 14.8 points in diarization error
rate.
Index Terms: singer diarization, end-to-end neural diarization,
neural analysis and synthesis

1. Introduction
Singer information analysis is an important aspect of music in-
formation processing [1–3]. Duet or group songs, where mul-
tiple singers take turns or sing simultaneously, are common in
popular music. Our purpose is singer diarization, a task to pre-
dict “who sings when” in the multiple-singer songs. This task
can be applied to displaying the lyrics of each singer separately
on karaoke systems.

The formulation of the singer diarization task is similar to
the well-known speaker diarization task, which has been inves-
tigated for a long time [4–7]. In speaker diarization, end-to-end
neural diarization (EEND) is appealing for its performance and
the ability to handle overlapped speech directly [8–10]. The
performance of the EEND model is supported by pre-training
with a large dataset. The training data for this model consists
of pairs of speech data and their corresponding speaker labels,
i.e., speaker identities and utterance duration. For the training,
simulated dataset generation methods [8, 11] have been com-
monly used because they can easily generate a large dataset
without annotation cost. In this method, clean isolated speech
data of two or more speakers are mixed and the speaker labels
are obtained from the individual isolated speech. These simu-
lated datasets are supported by a large public dataset of conver-
sational speech data [12]. The recent advancements in music
source separation [13, 14] have enabled singer diarization [15].
We can directly use speaker diarization models in singer diariza-
tion by extracting the vocal tracks from the music. The previous
study [15] adopted a target-speaker voice activity detection (TS-

VAD)-based model [7] trained with a relatively small dataset.
We believe that training the EEND model on a larger data set
has the potential to improve singer diarization performance.

Although EEND shows superior performance in speaker di-
arization, the performance of the model trained without song
data deteriorates in singer diarization due to a domain mismatch
between speech and song data. Song data has different formant
patterns, speech durations, and singer turn-taking frequencies
than speech data. To address the domain mismatch, a domain
adaptation or training from scratch using song data is neces-
sary. Given few public datasets with singer labels, and the need
to cover a variety of musical genres and singers, a simulated
data generation method using song data is appealing. How-
ever, most song data contains overlapped choral singing per-
formed by multiple singers or overdubbed as a vocal effect. If
we naively generate training data from the song data containing
choral singing data, the choral singing section will be labeled as
solo singing. This mislabeling degrades the performance.

In this paper, we propose a training data generation method
based on data cleansing utilizing the neural analysis and synthe-
sis (NANSY++) framework [16]. NANSY++ is a framework
to reconstruct an input audio signal based on self-supervised
learning and can be used for voice manipulation. We focus on
its strong reconstruction ability derived from pre-training that is
specific to the non-overlapped audio signal because of using a
large isolated speech dataset. NANSY++ consists of two pro-
cesses, analyzing the input audio signal and synthesizing the re-
constructed audio signal from the analyzed features. This char-
acteristic is effective for data cleansing of choral singing. The
input choral singing data is analyzed as a non-overlapped audio
signal and the synthesizer generates the solo singing from the
analyzed feature. In the training data generation for the EEND
model, singer labels are given by an energy-based voice activity
detection, and then the multiple cleansed song clips are mixed.
The simulated dataset from the cleansed data mitigates the dete-
rioration caused by the mislabeling of automatically generated
singer labels.

The main contribution of this study is to propose a novel
data cleansing method as a new use of the audio signal recon-
struction framework based on self-supervised learning. Our
proposed method converts choral singing into solo singing,
which mitigates the mislabeling of singer labels for the sim-
ulated dataset and enables the training of EEND models for
singer diarization. We conducted an experiment to train the
EEND models with internally collected music data and eval-
uated them with manually annotated 91 popular duet songs. As
a result, our proposed method significantly outperformed base-
lines, and we confirmed that our proposed method converted
choral singing into solo singing.
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Figure 1: An overview of training data generation process. Our proposed method cleanses choral singing to solo singing. We can
generate training data for the singer diarization from the cleansed data.

2. Background
2.1. End-to-End Neural Diarization

The diarization task is formulated as predicting the
speaker/singer labels representing the active duration of
each speaker/singer from input audio signal x ∈ RF×T , where
T is the number of frames, and F is the number of feature
dimensions. The EEND model directly predicts sequential
speaker label y = {0, 1}N×T as ŷ = fΘ(x) ∈ [0, 1]N×T ,
where N is the maximum number of speakers and fΘ(·) is a
function representing the EEND model with parameters Θ. In
the pre-training, the model was trained to minimize binary cross
entropy loss BCE(yt,ϕn , ŷt,n) between ground-truth labels
{yn,t}N,T

n,t=1 and predicted labels {ŷn,t}N,T
n,t=1 for each speaker

and time frame. To solve the ambiguity of the permutation of
the speakers, permutation invariant training [17], in which only
the pair minimizing the loss is calculated as follows:

L(y, ŷ) = 1

NT
min
ϕ∈PN

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

BCE(yt,ϕn , ŷt,n), (1)

where PN is the set containing every permutations for N speak-
ers. This model handles overlapped speech directly and is
trained in an end-to-end manner so that the performance can
be better than conventional clustering-based diarization mod-
els [6].

In singer diarization, the input audio signal is a mixture of
singing and instrumental sound. By extracting a vocal track
from the music data using a music source separation model [13,
14], we can apply the EEND models to singer diarization [15].

2.2. Neural Analysis and Synthesis Framework

NANSY++ is a framework that reconstructs the input audio sig-
nal based on self-supervised learning [16]. This framework is
originally used for voice manipulation e.g., voice conversion or
speech/singing voice synthesis by editing intermediate features
in the reconstruction. NANSY++ has two modules, an analyzer
and a synthesizer. The analyzer extracts the analyzed features,
e.g., linguistic features, F0, and timbre embedding from an in-
put audio signal, and the synthesizer reconstructs the input au-
dio signal from the analyzed features. By adopting a large self-
supervised model as the backbone network [18], the analysis
feature does not need to reduce the feature dimension and keeps
its powerful representation ability.

The training of NANSY++ is based on self-supervised
learning. In the training, the whole network of NANSY++
is jointly trained with unlabeled audio data. This enables
training with a large amount of isolated speech data and
NANSY++ learns strong reconstruction capability. Consider-
ing that NANSY++ does not have mechanisms for overlapped

audio signals and training without overlapped audio signals, the
pre-trained NANSY++ is specific to non-overlapped audio sig-
nals.

3. Proposed method

In this section, we propose a data cleansing method utilizing
pre-trained NANSY++. Our proposed method easily generates
a large dataset to train EEND models from song data with choral
singing. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our proposed method. Our
proposed method cleanses the song data with choral singing and
then mixes the cleansed data.

3.1. Data Cleansing Using NANSY++

Our proposed method converts choral singing data into solo
singing data that can be used to train EEND models. This con-
version is based on the fact that the pre-training of NANSY++
is specific to the non-overlapped audio signal. The pre-trained
analyzer extracts linguistic features, F0, and timbre embedding
from the input choral singing as a non-overlapped audio sig-
nal. From these analyzed features, the synthesizer generates
solo singing data corresponding to the input song data. In this
cleansing, the sound quality of the singing data degraded, how-
ever, that can still be used for training the EEND models. We
use the analyzed feature without any changes for the synthesis
because we focus on the data cleansing for the choral singing
data.

3.2. Training Data Generation

We apply several processes before the cleansing. At first, we
apply music source separation to the original song data as the
previous work [15]. After the vocal track extraction, if the ex-
tracted vocal signal has hardly any energy, we remove it as
an instrumental track. Since multiple solo parts by different
speakers degrade the quality of our data cleansing because our
method is effective only for choral singing, the filtered songs
are divided into short segments (30 seconds) to ensure that, at
most, one speaker performs a solo part within a segment.

After the cleansing, we mix the cleansed clips. To generate
singer labels, we adopt a simple energy-based voice activity de-
tection (VAD) because it does not require any pre-training for
song data. We split a time-domain cleansed song into T -frame
chunks {sl,t}L,T

l,t=1, where L is the number of samples in each
frame. The singer labels are obtained by comparing frame-wise



energy et to threshold eθ as follows:

yt =

{
1 if et > eθ ,
0 otherwise,

(2)

et = 10 log10

( ∑L
l ||sl,t||2

1
T

∑T
t=1

∑L
l=1 ||sl,t||2

)
. (3)

After generating the singer label, pairs of the song clips and
their corresponding singer label are sampled, and then the in-
put song clips are mixed and the labels are concatenated along
the singer dimension. In the mixing, the power of the input
song clip is randomly sampled, but noise is not added because
most music data is recorded in very noise-less conditions. To in-
crease the variety of mixtures, we adopt dynamic mixing [19],
in which the mixtures are generated randomly on the fly in the
training. This method increases the combinations of the song
clips and improves the performance compared to generating a
finite number of mixtures in advance.

4. Experimental Evaluation
We conducted duet singer diarization. In this experiment, we
trained EEND models not using manually annotated singer la-
bels for the music data. We evaluated our proposed method
using manually annotated popular duet songs.

4.1. Dataset

We used multiple datasets to train EEND models and
NANSY++. A summary of the data we used is described in Ta-
ble 1. We generated simulated datasets from the following mu-
sic and conversational speech data. We collected 1, 027 hours
of internal music clips with singing voice, we call it internal mu-
sic (IM) data. This dataset contains various singers and genres
of music. We applied our proposed method to this dataset and
generated a simulated dataset to train the EEND models. We
used conversational speech (CS) data commonly used in previ-
ous works [8, 9, 11], Switchboard-2 (Phase I, II, III), Switch-
board Cellular (Part 1, Part2), and NIST Speaker Recognition
Evaluation datasets (2004, 2005, 2006, 2008). We generated
simulated conversational datasets in the same manner as [11]
from this dataset. For fair evaluation, we generated two datasets
with different overlap ratios. The overlap ratio of each dataset
was 8.1 and 28.8, respectively. The one with the lower ratio
was generated using statistics of CALLHOME [12], which is
a telephone conversation data widely used to evaluate speaker
diarization performance. The one with a higher ratio was gen-
erated by setting a pause parameter to 0 to increase the overlap
ratio. This setting led to very frequent overlaps as a conversa-
tional simulation.

To train NANSY++, We collected 1, 443 hours of speech
data and 12.5 hours of clean solo singing data. The amount of
the singing voice data was lower than 1% of the amount of the
speech data. The clean speech data includes LibriTTS-R [20],
and an internal Japanese dataset. The internal dataset contains
studio-quality recordings. The total number of speakers for the
speech data was over 4, 100. In contrast, the number of singers
in the solo singing data was only 3 which was insufficient to
generate simulated data.

We collected 91 popular duet song (PDS) data from CDs.
This dataset consisted of 15 male-male songs, 67 male-female
songs, and 9 female-female songs. The average overlap ratio of
these data was 62.2. Each song contains just two singers who
have solo singing parts. Several songs contained choral singing

Table 1: Summary of the dataset. The third and fourth columns
represent the amount of data.

Dataset Type Song (hour) Speech (hour)

Internal music (IM) Train 1.03× 103 -
Conversational speech (CS) Train - 2.82× 103

Training data of NANSY++ Train 1.25× 101 1.44× 103

Popular duet song (PDS) Test 6.73× 100 -

by an identical singer caused by overdubbing. We instruct the
manual annotators to label these overlapped singing sections as
solo singing. In addition, we collected VAD labels for sections
in which duet singers sing lyrics. We used these labels in our
evaluation because we consider the application of the karaoke
systems and we assume these labels are available.

We extracted singing voice from the clips by using Demucs-
HT [14]. The sampling rate was converted to 8 kHz to compare
our proposed method to baselines. The input signals were di-
vided into 30-second clips in the training and not in the evalua-
tion.

4.2. Evaluation

In our experiment, we prepared training data generated by our
proposed method and baselines. As a baseline, we generated a
dataset by mixing two song clips without our proposed cleans-
ing, we call it Naive-2mix. To confirm how the amount of data
affects the performance, we generated training data by our pro-
posed method with 10% and 1% subsets of IM data. In addition,
we confirmed the efficacy of the adaptation with our proposed
method by additional training of the model trained with CS.

Considering that VAD labels are available in the applica-
tion of the karaoke system, we focus on evaluations in sections
with at least one singer singing. For this reason, we evaluated
our method by the diarization error rate (DER) calculated in
only sections with the VAD labels. This evaluation not only
considers the karaoke system but also mitigates the influence of
singers except duet singers.

To evaluate singer counting performance independently of
the singer identification ability, we introduce duet singer count-
ing error rate (D-SCER) as follows:

D-SCER =
Under +Over

Total
, (4)

where the Under and Over are the lengths of sections with
under-counting, and over-counting, and Total is the total length
of the section where at least one singer is singing in the refer-
ence.

4.3. Conditions

The model parameters of EEND basically follow the config-
uration in [8]. We used the self-attentive EEND model [8]
with four-stacked transformer encoders with 256 dimensional
projection layers, 4 heads, and 2048 dimensional feed-forward
layers. The input feature was 345-dimensional subsampled
log-scaled Mel-filterbank features. To improve model perfor-
mance, we adopted intermediate prediction layers and interme-
diate loss [21]. We trained each model for 6× 106 steps with a
batch size of 32. The optimizer was Adam with the Noam learn-
ing rate scheduler and its warmup steps were 2×105 [22] for the
pre-training. In the adaptation stage, we fixed the learning rate
to 10−5 and ran 6 × 105 steps. The gradient clipping was ap-



Table 2: Performance by each method. The arrow in data configurations represents the pre-training dataset and adaptation dataset.
FA, CF, Under, and Over represent false alarm and confusion, under-counting, and over-counting error respectively. The percentages
in the dataset refer to the amount of data.

Method Dataset Overlap DER ↓ D-SCER ↓
ratio (%) Over all Miss FA CF Over all Under Over

Conv. Sim. [11] CS 8.1 40.9 29.4 2.3 9.1 22.9 21.2 1.7
Conv. Sim. [11] CS 28.8 38.6 18.7 8.3 11.6 21.9 17.1 4.8

Naive 2-mix IM (100%) 59.8 38.2 22.7 2.6 12.8 20.6 18.4 2.2

Proposed 2-mix IM (1%) 59.8 24.6 7.3 11.6 5.7 14.1 3.0 11.1
Proposed 2-mix IM (10%) 59.8 23.9 7.1 11.3 5.6 13.9 3.1 10.8
Proposed 2-mix IM (100%) 59.8 23.4 7.2 10.5 5.7 13.2 3.2 10.0
Proposed 2-mix CS → IM (1%) 28.8 → 59.8 24.6 11.8 6.6 6.2 13.5 7.3 6.2

plied with a norm threshold of 5. We applied 11-frame median
filtering to prevent production of unreasonably short segments.

We made several changes to NANSY++ [16] to simplify the
implementation while retaining the reconstruction ability. We
replace networks composing the analyzer. First, we used a refer-
ence encoder [23] to extract a global timbre embedding instead
of a time-varying timbre embedding. The reference encoder ex-
tracts 192-dimensional timbre embedding from 80-dimensional
log-scale mel-spectrograms using six convolutional layers with
output channels set to 128, 128, 256, 256, 512, and 512, re-
spectively. Second, we replaced the pitch encoder with a signal
processing method, and subsequently used the F0 and the voic-
ing/unvoicing flags it produced. Third, we used a pre-trained
ContentVec [24] to extract linguistic contents. A linguistic
encoder converts the 768-dimensional ContentVec features to
128-dimensional linguistic features. In the pre-training, we did
not use the information perturbation [25] and the contrastive
loss because we focused on the reconstruction ability. For the
synthesizer, we adopted the same model architecture as Period
VITS’s decoder [26].

In the mixing of our proposed method, clips were mixed
keeping the signal-to-noise ratio between −5 dB and +5 dB.
We set the threshold value in Eq. (2) to 10 dB.

4.4. Results

Table 2 shows the performance in the singer diarization. Our
proposed method significantly outperformed the baselines in
DER by 14.8 points and in D-SCER by 8.7 points. Compared to
Naive 2-mix, our proposed method outperformed and this result
shows the effectiveness of NANSY++ data cleansing. Even if
we increased the overlap of CS data, the improvement of DER
and D-SCER was limited. For this reason, we can say that our
method was effective in solving the domain mismatch caused
not only by differences in overlap ratio but also by differences
in formant patterns.

In terms of the amount of data, the performance of the
model trained with 1% was comparable to that of 10% and
100%. A possible reason for the high performance even if the
amount of training data was only 10 hours is dynamic mixing
that increases the variety of the simulation data.

The adapted model outperformed the model trained from
scratch in over-counting error and deteriorated the under-
counting error of D-SCER. This result implies that training with
our proposed method led to over-counting.

We plot F0 estimated results of raw and cleansed samples
of PDS data using [27] and the reference singer labels. We can
see that the higher F0 was removed by our proposed method
and the lower F0 was maintained, and we confirmed the choral
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Figure 2: Trajectories of multiple F0 (upper: raw data, lower:
cleansed data), and the reference singer labels. The singer A
was a female singing with a higher voice and B was a male
singing with a lower voice.

singing was converted to solo singing by hearing.

5. Related work
There are limited prior researches related to the singer diariza-
tion [15, 28, 29]. In previous works, preparing a dataset was
challenging. The latest work [15] trained a model with 53
and evaluated the model with 25 Japanese female idol songs.
Compared to prior works, we evaluated the performance of
the model trained with a large dataset which includes various
singers and music genres.

To improve the performance under the domain mismatch
not using ground-truth labels, semi-supervised adaptation meth-
ods are effective [30, 31]. However, the performance of this
method depends on an initial model trained in a source domain
to train the next models. For this reason, the performance of
these methods is limited under a large domain shift between
speaker diarization and singer diarization.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a data cleansing method using NANSY++. Our
proposed method can be used to generate a simulated dataset
for singer diarization from choral singing data. Our future work
is the further improvement of the diarization performance using
semi-supervised adaptation methods. We will apply our pro-
posed method to the initial model of these methods.
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